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Abstract 
Kellerer, H. and G. Woeginger, A tight bound for 3-partitioning, Discrete Applied Mathematics 45 
(1993) 2499259. 
Let r be a list of n items with nonnegative weights assigned to them. We want to assign these items to 
m bins (n 5 3m) with the object of minimizing the maximum weight of the bins such that no bin 
contains more than three items. As approximation algorithm for this NP-complete problem we use a 
modified version of the famous LPT-algorithm for multiprocessor scheduling. The main subject is to 
prove a worst-case bound of 4/3-1/3m. 
Keywords. 3-partition, worst-case analysis, LPT-algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
Set partitioning problems generally ask for a partition of a given set of positive 
numbers into a given number m of subsets such that the sums of the elements in 
the subsets are as nearly equal as possible. 3-partitioning is one of the basic NP- 
complete problems (see [2]): In this case 3m elements have to be partitioned 
into m subsets with three elements each. We consider the following generalized 
3-partitioning problem: 
Let us have a list r = (T,, . . . , T,) of n items with positive weights w( Tr), . . . , w(T,) 
and w(T,)~w(T~)>...~~(T,) and a set B of m bins B,,...,B, with ns3m. We 
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look for an assignment of the items to the m bins such that each bin contains at most 
three items and the makespan 
max w(Bi) 
15icm 
is as small as possible. Here w(B) = C rEB w(T) denotes the weight of a bin. 
Strongly related is one of the fundamental problems in scheduling theory: 
Schedule n independent asks nonpreemptively on a multiprocessor system so as to 
minimize overall finishing time [l]. This problem is NP-complete as well. One of 
the approximation algorithms developed for it, the so-called “largest processing 
time”-algorithm or LPT-algorithm was first analyzed by Graham [3]. In an LPT- 
schedule the jobs are ordered in nonincreasing processing times; whenever a pro- 
cessor becomes frs_ ior ;.,O.g,lLment. :! iargest u lexecuted job is assigned to that 
processor. The length of the ’ T -schedule on an m-processor system was shown to 
be at most 4/3 - 1/3m times the length of the optimal schedule. No better bound 
can be achieved with that algorithm. 
We want to apply this heuristic to our generalized 3-partition and we will call it 
the Modified LPT-algorithm, briefly MLPT-algorithm: 
We are given initially a list ~$7 of m empty bins B,, . . . , B,,, and a list r of n items 
T 1, . . . . T, (ns3m) with w(T,)z w(T2)2.*.z w(T,). MLPT assigns iteratively the 
largest unassigned element of 7 to a bin of ~8 with the least current weight. If three 
items have been put into a bin B, then we call B blocked and remove it from the 
list B. We continue until every item has been assigned to some bin. 
Let us call the configuration obtained by the MLPT-algorithm MLPT-partition 
and the optimal configuration OPT-partition respectively. We denote by ~(7, m) the 
makespan of MLPT-partition with list 7 and m bins and by oO(7, m) the makespan 
of OPT-partition, respectively. Normally we write shortly o and oo. The aim of 
the main part of this paper is to prove the theorem that independently from T we 
get c~)/o~s4/3 - 1/3m and furthermore this bound is tight. That means blocking 
of bins has no influence on the worst-case behavior of the MLPT-algorithm and we 
get the same worst-case bound as for an LPT-schedule. 
2. Proof of the main theorem 
Theorem 2.1. Applying the MLPT-algorithm we get 
w/oo14/3 - 1/3m. 
The bound is tight. 
Proof. The proof will be done by contradiction and hence we introduce the notion 
of a minimal counterexample: 
A minimal counterexample consists of a list 7 of n tasks and number m of bins 
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such that the following holds: 
(i) o(s,m)/we(r, m)>4/3 - 1/3m. 
(ii) For all m’, m’<m and for task lists r’, (r’( ~3m’, we have 
w(t’,m’)/o,(z’,m’)r4/3-1/3m’. 
(iii) For all lists r’ with It’/ <n we have ~(t’,m)/q,(f,m)~4/3 - 1/3m. 
Let us now fix m and r and we assume that the items in our list T form a minimal 
counterexample. This will lead to a contradiction. We begin by stating four easy 
lemmas: 
Lemma 2.2. In the MLPT-partition the smallest item T, is assigned to a bin MmaX 
with maximal weight. 
Proof. Let T, be the last task assigned to M,, by MLPT. Consider the configura- 
tion r’ consisting of the tasks T,, . . . , Tk. Then we get w(r’, m)=u(T,m) and 
cq,(r’, m) 5 q(r, m), a contradiction to (iii). 0 
Let us denote by M,,,aX the bin with maximal weight in MLPT-partition contain- 
ing item T,, and by a k-bin (k E { 1,2,3}) a bin which contains exactly k items. 
Lemma 2.3. In the OPT-partition, there is at least one 3-bin. 
Proof. It is easy to show (see [3]) that MLPT is optimal if there are at most two 
items in each bin of the OPT-partition. 0 
Corollary 2.4. w(T,,) 5 q/3. 
Lemma 2.5. There is no l-bin in the MLPT-partition. 
Proof. Assume there is a l-bin containing taks T in MLPT-partition. Then T is 
assigned to a l-bin in OPT-partition as well (because of oO< w(T) + w(T,)). 
Consider the configuration with m - 1 bins and list r’= r\ (T}. But this yields 
~(t’, m - 1) 1 w(r, m) and w,Jr’, m - 1) I w,,(r, m) which contradicts item (ii) in the 
definition of a minimal counterexample. 0 
Lemma 2.6. M,,,aX is a 3-bin in the MLPT-partition. 
Proof. Of course M,, is not a l-bin, Suppose M,,, is a 2-bin with tasks T and T,. 
T is in a l-bin in the OPT-partition. Hence, there is a second 2-bin or l-bin in the 
MLPT-partition. Consider the configuration consisting of m - 1 bins and task list 
z’=s\{T}. Then o(Y,m-l)rw(r,m) and q,(f,m-l)=uO(~,m) and again we 
are done. 0 
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Fig. 1. MLPT-partition. 
If we no blocked in the we can use Graham’s 
[2] to our inequality. let us in the that MLPT 
at least blocked bin. bin M,, of items S, and T, 
(w(S,)z w(&)? w(T,) with w(S,)+ w(&)=: s). The existence of a blocked bin 
effects w(T,) <s/3. Let the blocked bins in the MLPT-partition consist of items 
Al, A2 and A, (w(A,)z w(A,)r ~(4s)). Furthermore, there can be 2-bins with 
items X and Y (w(X)? w(Y)) and unblocked 3-bins. So we can conclude that the 
MLPT-partition takes a form as shown in Fig. 1. 
Now we will distinguish the two cases w(T,)>(1/3- 1/3m)oe and w(T,)s 
(l/3 - 1/3m)wa. 
2.1. w(T,)>(1/3- 1/3m)o0 
We treat the cases m = 2 and m = 3 separately: 
Lemma 2.7. There is no minimal counterexample with 
(a) m =2 and w(T,)>wO/6, 
(b) m = 3 and we/4 1 w(T,,) > 2wO/9. 
Proof. (a) Because m = 2, MLPT yields a bin M,,,,, with items Sr , S, and T, and a 
blocked bin with items A,, A, and A,. If w(Ar)< w(S,) we get w(A,)rw(AZ)2 
Fig. 2. MLPT-partition for m = 3. 
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w(S*). Hence there is one bin of the OPT-partition which contains three items with 
minimal size w(&). This implies w(&)< w,/3 and 
o-o()‘w(S,)+w(S~)+w(T,)-w(Sr)-2w(T,)=w(S~)-w(T,) 
I 0,/6. 
On the other hand, if w(A,)> w(S) we get 
00 > w(Sr ) + w(&) + w( T,) = 0, 
again a contradiction. 
(b) (1) There are only 3-bins in the MLPT-partition: Distinguishing whether the 
biggest items on the two 3-bins not identical to M,, are smaller than S, or not, we 
get in the same way as in part (a) either the inequality o,,? w(Si) + w(S) + w( T,) = o 
or w(SZ)‘00/3 which implies 
o-o~%w(s,)-w(T,)~w,/9. 
(2) There is one 2-bin in the MLPT-partition: We have here a situation as de- 
picted in Fig. 2. From the definition of a counterexample, we have 11/9<w/w,1 
s/a0 + l/4 and therefore: 
s/o,,? 35136. (*) 
(2.1) w(A,)? w(S): Summing up the weights we get 
(*) implies w(Si) 2 00/3 and thus 
o/wO< 3/2 - (w(S,) + w(T,))/(200)~ 1 l/9. 
(2.2) w(A,)< w(Si): For w(S,)r 5~~118 it is easy to check that 
and 
300rw+s+2w(S,)+ w(T,) 
w/o,,13/2- w(S,)/wn~ 1119. 
For w(S2)<5c00/18 we have by (*) that w(S,)=s- w(SZ)r:25w0/36 and Si has to 
be put into a 2-bin in the OPT-partition whereas X is put into a 3-bin. Hence 
w(X) < w(Si) and w(Y) I w(S,). If w(A,) + ~$4~) < w(Si) there are at least seven 
items greater or equal to S,, that means three of these items on one bin in the OPT- 
partition and we can proceed as in (a). Otherwise summation yields 
3o,ro+~+25w~/36+w(T,)=2w+25~~~/36. 
This is impossible because w/cc)e> 1 l/9. •I 
Because (l/3 - 1/3m)/o, 2 w,/4 for m 14 we can assume for the rest of this sec- 
tion that w(T,)>o,/4 holds. 
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The next three lemmas treat the location of the X-items in the OPT-partition and 
bounds for the size of s: 
Lemma 2.8. w(Y) <s- q/2 for each Y-item. 
Proof. w(A,)r w( Y) for each A,-item. Then the result follows directly from 
SL w(A,) + w(AZ) + w(A,) > 2q,/4 + w(Y). 0 
Lemma 2.9. There are no l-bins in the OPT-partition. The X-items are all assigned 
to different 2-bins in the OPT-partition. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, w(X) > 00/2 for each X-item and w( T,) > 0~14 forces the 
X-items to be only located on different l-bins or 2-bins. That no l-bins exist follows 
(using Lemma 2.5) by a simple counting argument. q 
Lemma 2.10. 
s> min{ 8 w&)/3, oe}. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. If w(A,) < w(S1) then w(Az) 1 w(&) and we get 
~~~(A,)+w(A~)+w(A~)~~w(&)+w(A~)>~s/~+s/~=s. 
If w(A,)r w(S,) we get from w(Si)rs/;! that s>s/2+2s/4. 0 
Now we are ready to finish the proof of our main theorem under the assumptions 
of Section 2.1. By Lemma 2.9 each 2-bin in the OPT-partition contains exactly one 
X-task. Once more, we have to distinguish two cases: 
(i) S, is element of a 3-bin in the OPT-partition! That means we2 w(S,) + 2w(T,) > 
s/2+200/4 or oo>s. Then by Lemma 2.10 
o-o,r~(S~)+w(S,)+w(T,)-w(S,)-2w(T,)=w(Sz)-w(T,) 
<wo/8. 
(ii) Si is element of a 2-bin in the OPT-partition! By Lemma 2.9, Si shares its 
bin with an X-item. Both w(X) and w(Si) are not less than s/2 and therefore ss o. 
must hold. Again we can apply Lemma 2.10. If we have w&)5 w(X) - 0~112, 
then 
o - 0~5 w(Si) + w(SZ) + w(T,) - w(X) - w(S1) 5 oo/3 - wo/12 = 0~14. 
But w(X)- 0,/12< w(&) is impossible. Because otherwise by Lemma 2.10 
w(X)<oo/12+300/8<oo/2. 
But that means that there exists a Y-item with w(Y) > s - oo/2, a contradiction to 
Lemma 2.8. 
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Finally we have treated all possible cases of this section and we can start now with 
Section 2.2. 
2.2. w(T,)r(l/3- 1/3m)w(J 
We begin with a lemma that gives an upper and lower bound for cue: 
Lemma 2.11. 
s>oo2 w(S*)+2w(T,). 
Proof. (4/3 - 1/3m)o,<o =s+ w(T,) implies the first inequality. 
If oo< w(Si) + 2w(T,) holds, item S, is assigned to a 2-bin or l-bin in the OPT- 
partition and the MLPT-partition contains a 2-bin as well. There are at most three 
tasks D,, D2, D3 on the bins of S, and Sz in the OPT-partition and through s>uo 
we have w(D,) + w(D2) + w(Q) I oo. Consider the configuration with m - 1 bins 
and task list r’=r\{S,,&}. Then w(f,m-l)zco(qm), and if we put D1, D2 and 
D, on the same bin oo(r’, m - 1) I oo(r, m) follows which is a contradiction to the 
minimality of our counterexample. 0 
There are also bounds for the sizes of Si and S,: 
Lemma 2.12. 
w(Sz) 5 wo/3. 
Proof. Suppose w(Sz) > wo/3. Construct a task list T' from T which contains all the 
items with weight greater or equal to w(&). IT'/ =m + k (k>O). At most two 
elements of this list can be assigned to a common bin in the OPT-partition. So there 
are at most m - k elements of r’ which are only with elements of r\r’ on a bin. 
That means, at least one item with weight greater or equal to w(S) is located on 
one bin together with a second element of r’. A contradiction to Lemma 2.11 
follows directly. 0 
Lemma 2.13. 
2w(S,) + w(S,)>(5/3 -2/3m)wo. 
Proof. Just notice that by Lemma 2.11 we have 
(l/3-1/3m)w,<o-oo5w(Sz)-w(T,). 
“extra-small” weight: 
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Lemma 2.14. There is at least one blocked bin in the 
less than w(&) + w(T,). 
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MLPT-partition with weight 
Proof. Suppose not. Let a be the number of the blocked bins (aim - 1). Then it 
is easy to check that 
mw020 + a(w(S,) + w(T,)) + (m - 1 - a)s 
= mo - a(w(S,) - w(T,)) - (m - l)w(T,) 
2 mo - (m - l)w(&). 
Using Lemma 2.12 we can find a contradiction to the assumption of a counter- 
example. 0 
Let us complete now Section 2.2 of our proof. For that purpose we consider 
especially the items which have possibly a weight less than w(&) and call them 
t-items (“tiny”). Distinguishing the bins according to the number of t-items they 
contain, the MLPT-partition has a shape as shown in Fig. 3. The t-items are the 
tasks Y,, Qs, Dz, D3 and item T,. There are yr 2-bins without t-items, y2 2-bins 
with one t-item, q+ 1 3-bins with one 3-item (including A&,,,) and d 3-bins with 
two t-items. The number N of t-items is therefore 
N=yt +q+2d+ 1. 
To find a lower bound for the number of t-items which are needed in the OPT- 
partition we list several facts about the assignment of the items in the OPT- 
partition: 
(a) Each X-item (X, or X,) is put into a 3-bin! 
Proof. Otherwise, there is at most one further item Z together with X on a bin in 
the OPT-partition. For the item Y, which shares in the MLPT-partition its bin with 
X, Lemma 2.11 implies that w(Z) 5 w(Y). Look at the configuration t’= t \ {X, Y} 
with m - 1 bins. Then cc)(r’, m - 1) = w(r, m) and q,(t’, m - 1) 5 q-,(r, m). 0 
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(b) AN items with weight greater or equal to w(&) (i.e., &,X1, 0,) share their 
bins only with t-items! 
Proof. A direct conclusion of Lemma 2.11. q 
(c) Each X,-item shares its bin with at least one t-item ! 
Proof. Otherwise we have by (a) and Lemma 2.11 that 
w(X,)+2w(S~)Io~<s 
and there is an item Y, with w( YJzs- o. + 2 w(&). By Lemma 2.14 there is a 
blocked bin with items R,, R, and R, and weight less than w(S,)+ w(T,). Of 
course w(R,) 1 w( Y,) and w(R2) 2 w(R3) 2 w(&). That means 
w(&)+w(T,)>W1)+5w(&--0 
or 
w(&)<(oo+ w(T,)W. 
This result and Lemma 2.11 imply 
O-Cf_IoI w(&)- w(T,)<C@ 
which is a contradiction, because 2-bins can only appear for m 2 3. q 
(d) No X,-item can share its bin with X2-items or Q,-items! 
Proof. Think, it’s possible. Then w(X,) rs/2, w(Q1) L w(S1)/2 and we have 
s/2+ w(S,)/2+ w(T,)rwo. 
But as a consequence of Lemma 2.12 we get 
o I w. + w(S2)/2 I 7coO/6. q 
(e) Q,-items do not share the same bin! 
MLPT-partition 
Fig. 4. 
OPT-partition 
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Proof. Suppose there are two Qr-items located on the same bin. Then there is an 
item Qr with 2w(Qr)roo and by w(Qr) + us> w(S,) we get 
w(Q2) I w(Sr) - oo/2. 
By Lemma 2.14 there is a bin in the MLPT-partition with items R,, R2 and R,, 
weight less than w(S,)+ w(T,) and w(R1)2 w(Ql), w(R,)r w(R3)2 w(&) as well. 
Therefore, we have 
or 
w(S,)+ w(T,)> w(Sr)-wo/2+2w(S,) 
w(S2) < w,/4 + w( T,)/2. 
But by Lemma 2.11 
o-coorw(S2)- w(T.)<o,/4- w(T,)/2(oo/4. 
We have mr4, because at least two Q,-items exist. So this inequality is a contra- 
diction. 0 
(f) Q,-items which are located on 3-bins share their bins with at least one t-item! 
Proof. Suppose, we are wrong. Then w(Qr) + 2 w(Sz) _( w. which implies 
w(Q2) 2 ~6%) + 2 w(s2) - 00. 
Analogously to (e) we get w(&) < wo/4 + w(T,)/4 and w - CU~ I wo/4 which is a 
contradiction for m~4. m =2 cannot happen. m =3 needs a special treatment: 
Figure 4 shows the MLPT-partition for m = 3. We have a bin with Q-items and one 
with size less than ~(5’~) +w(T,,). In the OPT-partition Sr has to share its bin with 
the t-items Q3 and T,. Now only tasks remain which are not smaller than Sz. Q, 
cannot be on one bin with items of size greater or equal to w(Q2) because 
w(Qr) + w(Q2)? w(Sr). For the same reason w(R,) < w(Q1) holds which implies 
w(R2)z w(Q,) and in the optimal case we have a partition like in Fig. 4. This 
implies 
and 
002 w(Rr) + w(R2) + w(Q2) 2 3 w(Q2) 
w(Qr) 1 w(Sr) - 0~13. 
El 2 4 1 2 1 Bi 4 1 2  
m=2 
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From the second bin we get 
00 1 W(S,) - wo/3 + 2 W(S~) 
which implies 
a contradiction to Lemma 2.13. 0 
From (a)-(f) we conclude that the minimum number No of t-items appearing in 
the OPT-partition is 
&=2+2y,+2d+y,+q-y, -yz=N+ 1. 
This last contradiction completes the proof for the nonexistence of a minimal 
counterexample. 0 
Finally we want to give an example for the tightness of our result: Take m 
bins, 3m items T,,..., T3m with weights w( T,) = 3m - 2, w(T,) = w( T3) = 2m - 2, 
w(T4)=w(T5)=2m-3,..., w(T~,,-~) = w(TZm_3) =m+ 1, ~(7&-_~) = w(T,,_,) = 
w(T,,)=m, w(T,,+,)=..,=w(T,,)=l. 
Figure 5 shows the assignments for m = 2 and m = 3. For higher values of m one 
can proceed in the same way. 
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